The 7th IEEE Tokyo Young Researchers Workshop

Main Theme

Science Dream Laboratory
- Better Science, Brighter Life -

How the future life will be changed by your research?
What the new life will be? Just supposed your current research being successful. The theme of the poster is ~ Better Science, Brighter Life ~. Give a new perspective to your current study, introduce your research for a new application or imagine a brighter new lifestyle. Challenge yourself to explain your great idea in an easy way to those who are not professional to your research.

Important Dates

- Submission deadline: 15th Oct. 2010
- Workshop: 20th Nov. 2010
  13:00 - 18:00 Poster session
  @ Kuramae Hall, Tokyo Institute of Technology
  18:30 - 20:00 Banquet
  @ Cafeteria #1, Tokyo Institute of Technology

Organizer: Committee of 7th IEEE Tokyo Young Researchers Workshop
Title Sponsor: IEEE Tokyo Section
Co-operation: IEEE Gold, IEEE WIE, IEEE Korea Council, IEEE Japan Council Student Activities Committee and IEICE Tokyo Sect. Student Branch
Sponsors: TBD

http://www.young-researchers.net/